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 These are the gardens of Eyrignac Manor, where the writer Gauthier 
de Costes de la Calprenède lived in the 17th century. He coined the famous 
expression «Fier comme Artaban» («Proud as Artaban» - I.e. proud as a peacock).

 We are happy to welcome you into this setting and hope you will share its 
poetry. We promote excellence in the Art of gardening particularly emphasising 
two values : the quality and tradition of manual gardening done by our 6 skilled 
gardeners. Edges of the alleyways cut using string as a guide, careful finishing 
of the lawns, precise pruning, control of the plants and all those details that go to 
make Eyrignac a continuous sculpture demanding constant attention.

 Eyrignac is one of France’s most beautiful private gardens, and 
contains one of the finest examples of the Art of Topiary : a unique collection 
of over 300 topiary sculptures and 50,000 yew, hornbeam, box and ivy plants are 
embroidered like the backdrop to a natural opera where the 7 springs and light 
sing in the Black Perigord landscape.

 Eyrignac is a place that has been lived in for a very long time, a living 
environment, a place that is still developing thanks to your presence as you 
contribute to its very “soul”. 

 I am available to stop and chat, often in the garden, and to listen to your 
comments and suggestions which are always welcome, either via my mobile 
phone on 00.33.6.08.28.00.29 or via the visitors’ book if I am not able to meet 
you personally. 

      Patrick et Capucine Sermadiras

PS : For our young visitors, we have imagined adventures games, available at the 
reception. A family pleasure for everyone !

Thank you for choosing Eyrignac !
If you liked our garden, you can leave a comment 

on TripAdvisor or Google +
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2 - Chinese Pagoda
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- Green Room

4 - Avenue of Vases

5  - English Neo-Gothic Arcades

22 - Pavilion of Rest

6 - Manor, Romanesque    
  Chapel and Dovecote

7 - Mirror and Outbuildings

8 - French-style Garden Bed

9 - Aviary

- Lover’s Room

21 - Enchanted Terrace
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- Kitchen Garden

- Flower Garden14
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- Tree Nursery

- Wash House and Avenue 
  of the Virgin

- Topiary Farmyard

- The Garden of Water Sources

- 4 Squares : Flower Meadow
      Roaming square
      Inebriated square
      Daughters of the wind square
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- Olive-tree Garden

- White Garden

- Japanese Torii20
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- Ticket office, shop and restrooms

- Orangery, reception hall

- Restaurant, Tea Room

- Car ParksD
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- Truffle PlantationE

- Orientation Table

- Walnut-tree Garden

- Picnic area
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- Start of the Botanical PathsJ
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Botanical Paths

2,5 km et 4,5 km

F

Eyrignac, « where the water flows »

Around the gardens :

- Hornbeam Alley

The Kitchen Garden
and the Flower Garden

The Topiary 
Sculptures


